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Abstract. Every finite projective plane of odd order has an associated self-dual 
binary code with parameters (2(q2 + q + q2 + q + 1, We also construct other 
related self-orthogonal and doubly-even codes, and the vectors of minimum 
weight. The weight enumerator polynomials for the planes of orders 3 and 5 are 
found. The boundary and coboundary maps are introduced. 

1. Codes from Projective Planes 

The references [7] and [8] should be of help for non-experts in the field of error
correcting while [5] and [6] contain much of the basic theory of finite projec-
tive planes. Let us denote a given projective of odd order q by 1r. A 
code C with parameters (n, m, d) is a subspace of dimension m of the vector 
of dimension n over the finite field GF(2), such that the minimum weight of any 
non-zero vector of C is d, which is called the distance of the code. The weight of 
a vector (or word) of the code is the number of non-zero entries. We also denote 
the orthogonal (or dual) code of a binary code C by . A code C is said to be 
self-orthogonal if it contained in Cl., while it is called self-dual if C . In 
the latter case, such a code is of type (n, n/2, d). There is a construction of such a 
code with parameters (q2 + q + 2, (q2 + q + q + 2) from any projective plane of 
order q 2 (mod 4). However, it is not the same as the construction of the present 
paper, because here we deal only with planes of odd order. Let us agree to use the 
word dual to mean the point to line and line to point transformation of the plane 
taking the projective plane to its "geometrical" dual. Of course, self-dual can still 
take on its usual meaning for codes. 

Before the codes associated with 7r it is useful to define two mappings 
a and 8, the boundary and co boundary mappings respectively. These mappings have 
been used by and Steinke [4] to define generalised projectivities of 7r. 

DEFINITION. If S is any subset of points of 7r, the cohoundary of S, denoted by l5 S, 
is the set of lines tha,t intersect S in an odd number of points, if lSI is even, or an 
even number of points, if lSI is odd. Similarly, if T is any subset of lines of 7r, the 
boundary of T, denoted by aT, is the set of points that are incident with an odd 
number of lines of ITI, if ITI is even, or an even number of lines, if ITI is odd. 

Let P and L denote the sets of points and lines respectively of 7r. Thus IPI = 
I L I = q2 + q + 1, where q is the order of 7r. Associated with the boolean algebra of all 
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C A is code because it is closed under addition. Thus 

+ + + <; P. 

I t is to that the dimension of q2 + q, because this is the dimension of 
the code of of even in P. 

N ext we form the orthogonal code of all vectors in V on;no,gOJllal 
CA. This sub code of V of dimension + q + 
has a basis in V of the q2 + q + 1 words of 
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G). Hence it follows that + q) and so 
odd n(n + q + 1) Thus the + 8S is divisible 

by 4, n is even and q is odd. 
(2) The words \ CA are all of words of A. Since IP + LI = 

+ + 1) (mod 4) the result follows from 
(3) word S + P + 8S of the coset CA + where lSI is even. From 

part (1) IS + 0 (mod But q2 + q + 1 == (mod 4) and so 

IS + + 18S1 == IPI + lSI + 18S1 (mod 4), 

since S P P \ S and lSI even. The other is shown similarly. 

N.B. These do not depend on whether the or dual are taken, 
so that if a statement is made about points it can also be made about lines. For 
example, every word of C A is given an even set of lines and lines intersecting 
it in an odd number of points. Dually, every word of is also given by an even 
set of lines and the points which are on an odd number of those lines. 
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THEOREM 1.6. The minimal words 
u + u where u is a point or line of Jr. 

q + 2 correspond to the words 
+ q + 1) such words. 

EXAMPLE 1.1. of ovals (i.e. (q + of Jr intersect in an even total 
of points and tangents. 

PROOF: IS and so any of words of C A intersect in an even 
number of elements. It is easy to check that an oval and its set of tangents a word 
(of of the code because an oval has q + 1 points, which is even, 
and the lines the oval in an odd number of points are the tangents. 

odd square. Then a Baer subplane of 7r gives a 
word VCi+ A unital gives word ofCA 2(qvfii+ 
These tDJ2:et11er with the oval-words 1.1, pairwise intersect in even 
numbers of elements. 

PROOF: For the definitions "U.IUPJ.U.lJ.",,, and unitals 
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lnt·.pr''lprt.lnIO'it in an odd number are just 
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Finally, let summarize the results of this section with the main theorem. 

THEOREM 1.7. The code C A of a plane 7r of odd order is a doubly-even 

2. 

+ q + 1), qZ + q, + 2) binary code. The code CB is a self-dual 
2q) binary code that contains C A as a subcode. The code 
+ q + 2, q + 2) code. 

Enumerator t"'(]llynclmllRlS 

The weight enumerator polynomial of a code in n-dimensional vector space is defined 
to be the polynomial in x and y of degree n such that the coefficient 
of xn-jyj is the number of code-words of weight j. 

THEOREM 2.1. The enumerator polynomial for the self-dual code C B of the 
projective plane of order 3 is given by: 

X
26 + 52x20 y6 + 390x 18 y8 + 1313x 16 y lO + 2340x 14 y 12 + 2340x 1Z y 14 

+ 1313x10 y16 + 390x8y18 + 52x6yzO + y26 
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3. New Codes From Old 

a method known 
[2]. We now code 
CB . 

THEOREM 3.L If q 1 (mod 4) the self-dual 
rlnl1hl1f_,"1TI"rl self-dual code with pa.ramE~te;rs 

PROOF: elements P U L. 
Now extend 

on 
on , 

+ L to be zero on and one on 00', 
+ P + L to be one on 00 and one on 00', 

we obtain the code CD. From Theorem 1.2 
to check that 

+ 

minimum 
CD. 

THEOREM 3.2. If q 3 4) the self-dual code 
even self-dual code with parameters + q + 
PROOF: Let us add 6 elements to the set of elements P U L. Let D6 
be the (6,2,4) code on the new basis of size 6 ""c>.~£'r",r"", (110011) and 
From words 11) in the 4 different cosets of CAin we create new cosets of D 6 • 

(1) If w E CA we just add D6; 
(2) if w E CA + P we add (010101) + D6; 
(3) if w E CA + L we add (010110) + 
(4) if wE + P + L we add (000011) + D6 • 

In this case the code obtained has distance 4, because the zero code-word of IS 

added to D6 to produce 4 words, three of which 4. 

NOTE. The automorphism groups of the two extended codes CD and are the 
same as the codes CA, and C±, wh.ich are the of all 
collineations and correlations of the plane. One see this from the classifica-
tion of the minimal weight words ofCA, CB and in Theorems 1.4-6. 

EXAMPLES. Gleason's theorem every self-dual doubly-even binary code bas a 
weig}lt enumerator polynomial made up of the two polynomials 
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